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Summer of renovations complete Integrity code sparks
At the
cost of
$9
million,
all
eight
Greek
houses
on
Union
Avenue

have
been
gutted
and
rebuilt
from
the
interior."
"

RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
From just about any point on campus,
you can see the effects of this last
summer's renovations. In all, the university has worked on the fraternity
houses, McIntyre
Hall and all campus houses in addition to various
landscaping work.
All eight of the
Fraternity houses
on Union have
been renovated, or
as many members
responded, "the
houses were gutted, and rebuilt
from the interior."
The budget for this
project was around
$9 million, and
was completed
late this past AuBetas enjoy their
gust. Inside the
houses, the rooms have been
reconfigured, firesafe doors were installed, plumbing and heating were fixed,
and all rooms received a good coat of
paint. The university consulted the students last year on what should or could
be done inside the houses. They were
also kept updated throughout the summer as to the progress of their house. By
doing this, it allowed the students to have
a say as to what their new home would
look like. Most everyone is pleased with
the results. Financial and Administrative Vice President Michael Rothman
expressed that "we've heard generally
good comments from the students."
,

HoWever, all responses were not positive. Sigma Nu President Ryan Mello
didn't particularly care for the bathroom design and setup and says his
house is currently looking for proper
bike space. Sigma Chi President Bryhn
Ireson thought that the rooms lacked

campus controversy
sity would do this, she asked that the
printing
of a second edition be delayed
News Editor
so that she could clarify the language of
A plan by the university to more ac- the text. •
Bartanen also said that she wanted to
tively apply the Student Integrity Code
consult
with ASUPS officers about the
to off-campus students and situations has
mention
of the Integrity Code in the
been the subject of intense controversy
document.
over the past two weeks.
In hindsight, Bartanen admitted that
The debate was sparked by a proposed
her
initial presentation of the changes to
revision of Neighbor-to-Neighbor, a
ASUPS Formal
community relaSenate on Thurstions publication
day,
Sept. 2 came
sent to North End
What
we're
really
interested
across
as very
residents. The reforceful.
vision states that in is holding individuals ac"My attempt to
the Integrity Code countable if they really go
be
assertive in
may be used to
saying
that this is
beyond
the
boundaries
of
civil
sanction students
what's
happening
in response to behavior. I suspect there will
was taken as very
complaints of "esbe
very
few
examples
of
this...
controlling," she
pecially offensive
said. "[The Sen-,
—President
Pierce
or chronically ofate] asked me to
fensive" off-camgive a presentapus behavior.
tion... and it was
In working with
too
quick,
too
fast
and
didn't adapt sufthe President's Cabinet to revise last
ficiently
to
the
way
of
operation
that they
year's edition of Neighbor-to-Neighbor,
.are
used
to."
Dean of Students Kris Bartanen believed
In response, students were strongly
the publication could be improved in sevopposed
to the plan.
eral ways. She wanted to emphasize more
ASUPS President Dave Bowe and
positive student contributions to the community and "introduce more material that Vice President Gianna Piccardo spoke to
would celebrate and support the positive a group of fifty to sixty concerned stuvalue of good community relationships dents in the Cellar later that night to inform them of the situation and answer
and civility," she said.
Bartanen also explained that the pre- questions. Bowe described Eartanen's
vious edition had asserted the right of the address to the Senate as "ingiving" and
university to discipline students for off- said that "this is an issue that students
campus behavior. Concerned that it was don't have a say in."
ROBERT MCCOOL
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newly renovated house.
character, and by having certain decorating restrictions in place, the houses
seemed "more the university's than
ours." Assistant Director for Student
Development/Greek Life Shawn
Baldwin acknowledged these comments and said that "as soon as these
things [the changes] start playing themselves out more, then they'll feel a little
bit more at home." Overall, both Ireson
and Mello were pleased with the
changes, and hoped that it would lead
to keeping higher occupancy in the
house. Mello also said that concerns
about the houses were noted, and that
please see Renovations, page 3

not clear enough about how the univer-

please see Integrity, page 4

New faculty bring knowledge and experience to university
ERIK MICKELSON

Staff Writer
If you haven't noticed by now, there are quite a few new
faces at UPS this year. Many of these faces belong to new
members of the faculty. The school has hired 31 new fulltime faculty members. Of these, 16 were hired for tenure line
positions. The rest were hired on as temporary professors,
and will teach here anywhere from 1 to 3 years.
If this seems like a lot of new faculty, that's because it is.
According to Academic Vice President Terry Cooney, the
school hired more teachers than usual this year. The retirement of professors and a shift in student academic interests
are the main reasons for the large number of faculty additions, said Cooney. Competition for college professor jobs is
fierce, said Cooney. For every position available at a college
campus, there are between 200-400 qualified applicants.

Reinitz taught at Boston University for ten years before deSome classes that were less popular in the past are quickly
ciding
to come to U.P.S. "BU is very large and impersonal.
becoming more attractive to students. For example, in the
It's very nice to be in such a friendly
past couple of years enrollment in Spanplace. The students seem smart and nice,
ish classes has risen remarkably. In response to this trend, the administration
I have always been im- and the 'faculty seem very devoted to
teaching. I have always wanted to teach
decided to hire four new Spanish propressed by the quality of stu- at a small college. Also, I love the Pafessors, Kathleen Costales, Diane Kelly,
cific Northwest," said Reinitz.
Josefa Lago Grana, and Sabrina dents and faculty at UPS and
Politics and Government professor
Spannagel. Lago Grana and Kelly are the dedication that both have
Patrick
0' neil's story differs somewhat
both tenure-line professors.
from that of the other new faculty memThe Communication and Theatre Arts to learning.
—Patrick O'Neil bers. "In 1995 I was hired by the Polidepartment has also witnessed a rising
tics and Government department at
tide of student interest. To fill the high
U.P.S.," he said. "That one year turned
demand for theatre courses, two profesout
to
be
three
as
I
continued
to teach at U.P.S, filling in for
sors, Jacalyn Royce and Renee Houston, have been added.
faculty
who
were
on
sabbatical
and teaching introductory
Many of the new hirees were attracted to the small liberal
arts atmosphere of UPS. New psychology professor Mark
please see New Faculty, page 3
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Terror in East Timor
DILI, East Timor — Fires, killings, and terror continue this week
in East Timor after the Timorese
people overwhelmingly voted for
independence from Indonesia on
Aug. 30. The cause of the violence
is the paramilitary groups who are
aided by the military of Indonesia.
The U.N. compound in Dili has
been attacked, and now evacuated
except for a skeleton crew whose
sole purpose is keeping alive the
3,000 refugees at the site.
President Clinton said, on September 10, that the attacks are "simply unacceptable."
On Sunday, September 12, Indonesian President B.J. Habibie stated
his approval of U.N. peacekeeping
forces for East Timor. The U.N.
says it will begin air-dropping supplies to refugees soon.
East Timor, roughly the size of
Massachusetts, was a Portuguese
colony until 1975. Soon after, Indonesia invaded the small island
and took over. Since then, over
200,000 Timorese have been killed
by the violence, disease, or by hunger.
Indonesia is an U.S. arms trading partner, and receives other
forms of aid. The arms sales last
year to Indonesia totaled over $16
million.

Moscow Rocked by Third
Apartment Bombing
MOSCOW, Russia—Early in the
morning of Sept. 13, a bomb exploded in the first floor of an apartment building. Authorities said
around 120 people lived in the building, and 30 were not home at the
time of the explosion. The outlook
for survivors is doubtful. This is the
third apartment-building bombing in
the past 9 days.
The Russian government has ordered a massive increase in security.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
promised, "tough, swift, and decisive action" for the terrorists.
While no groups have yet claimed
responsibility, many suspect
Chechen rebels. Yeltsin said on
Monday "They are afraid to claim
responsibility for this, concealing
their names and faces, but we already know on whose conscience
these evil acts lie." None of the three
bombing cases has been solved.

Japan Beefing up Military
TOKYO, Japan — Since the end
of World War II, Japan has kept its
military fairly small, as the nation's
constitution denounces war. Recently, however, Japan has begun
strengthening its military. Threats
from North Korea, piracy, and Chinese intrusions on Japan's waters

have become more common.
A high-ranking military official
recently said, "The need has arisen
for a more effective defense system."
This summer, the Japanese government issued a report calling for more
funding and a weapons-increasing
plan, as well as stating Japan had the
right to a preemptive strike on a
threatening nation.
Fears have increased about the
military's pickup of power. Socialist lawmaker Kiyomi Tsujimoto said,
"I feel like we're going backward."

Iraq Under Two-fisted Attack: Sanctions, Missiles
BAGHDAD, Iraq — The U.S.
and Britain have been attacking Iraq
almost daily since December of last
year, with no results. The people of
Iraq still diligently cling to their
leader Saddam Hussein, and more
damage has been done to civilian
than military targets through these
attacks and sanctions.
On Saturday, September 11, Iraq
demanded the lifting of U.N. sanctions, which have caused widespread
famine and death. Iraqi ministers
stated they had complied with all
U.N. demands.
However, U.N. officials say they
still need proof Iraq has no longrange missiles or weapons of mass
destruction.

Questions Linger on Waco
WACO, TX — A medical examiner wants to examine 23 bodies
from the Waco tragedy to try and
determine how they were killed. Dr.
Nizam Peerwani, Tarrant County
Medical Examiner, asserted he might
be able to figure out whether the bullets that killed the cult members
passed through a wall first, which
might mean that the bodies were shot
by FBI agents.
A crucial page was found missing
in a 1995 Justice department report
that yvas present in the 1993 FBI lab
report. The omitted page contained
references to a flammable canister of
tear gas used in the attack on the
Davidian compound. For many
years the government contended
there were no flammable canisters
used. Government officials still contend the flammable canisters may not
have started the deadly fire, which
killed nearly 100 people in 1993.
On Thursday, September 9, Attorney General Janet Reno appointed a
special counsel to investigate the
new findings.

E.Coli Outbreaks in U.S.
MALTA, NY and PETERSBURG, Ill. — Two have died and
almost 750 have been sickened by
two recent outbreaks of E.Coli in the
United States.

The most recent outbreak occurred in Illinois where approximately 2000 people were gathered
for a party in a cow pasture. 140
people have been sickened from
the outbreak and state authorities
are trying to reach 1800 others that
may have been present.
The last outbreak of E.Coli occurred at a county fair near Albany, New York. Two people
were killed, and 600 have complained of symptoms of E.Coli
infection.
Symptoms of a possibly deadly
E.Coli infection include bloody diarrhea and abdominal cramps. The
incubation period is three to eight
days.

Staff Writer AJ Ilika contributes
the weekly national and international news summary.
Sources: CNN, New York Times,
Newsday, BBC, Washington Post,
Associated Press, East Timor Action Network

Suggestions and comments about
the "News Around the Globe" column can be directed to AJ Ilika at
the Trail Office.
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Profile

Please contact Security if you have any information about the ongoing problem with firecracker use. You can reach them at x3311
and all information is kept strictly confidential.

David Bowe
Class: Senior

Sept. 7 -A student living in University Hall reported receiving an obscene
telephone call.
Sept. 7 - A student reported his bicycle stolen from the rack outside the
North doors of the Fieldhouse. The
chain used to secure the bicycle was
apparently cut.
Sept. 12 -A student reported the seat
stolen from her bicycle while it was
locked to the rack outside the Library.
Sept. 12 - A student reported her
vehicle was broken into while it was
parked near a University owned house
on North Washington Street. Her Sony
stereo valued at $300.00 was stolen.
Sept. 12 - A student who lives in
Schiff Hall reported receiving an obscene phone call.

Sept. 13 - A student reported his bicycle was stolen from the racks outside
of Thompson Hall. The padlock used
to secure the bicycle was cut.

Sept. 13 - A student reported receiving an obscene call. The student lives
in Smith Hall.

ol ogd

Sept. 13 - Another student reported
his bicycle stolen from the racks outside the Library. Again, the lock used
to secure the bicycle was cut.

Position: ASUPS President
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Sept. 1 - A student reported his bicycle was stolen from the storage cage
outside of Seward Hall. The cable
lock used to secure the bicycle was cut.
It is not known how the suspect(s)
gained access to the storage cage.

Duties: Act as spokesperson for ASUPS on university issues; ensure that ASUPS committees and
representation on committees are fulfilled; maintain veto power over Senate legislative items;
work with Senate executives, programmers, and
media heads to ensure ASUPS runs smoothly.
Vision for this year: Continue to work on offcampus issues; address student concerns about the
Office of Information Systems and Bookstore;
plan Millenium Party this winter that will encourage participation from all segments of campus life.

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:

ASUPS President:
-Bicycles secured with U-Bolt style
locks are less likely to be stolen.
-Unfortunately, it is common to receive
obscene phone calls. Simply hang up
the telephone as soon as you detect the
call is not legitimate.
-Please report crimes to Security Services at extension 3311
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For advertising info,
contact
Lindsi Weber
(253) 879-3278
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Hatchet goes AWOL, security perplexed
Emux CARES
Once again members of the University of Puget Sound are intrigued by the
most recent disappearance of the UPS
Hatchet on May 12, 1999. The hatchet
has served as the symbol of the university for over 90 years. Since its induction into the university, it has disappeared
and resurfaced numerous times. It has
yet to reappear this time, leaving the case
open.
The hatchet was taken around 4:45
a.m. from its case in the Wheelock Student Center. Security was responding to
a fire alarm in Harrington Hall at the time
that the hatchet alarm went off. A security officer raced back to the crime scene
only to find that the area had been vacated. An unknown person or persons
had smashed the glass of the case and
taken the hatchet.
Director of Security Services, Todd
Badham, said that there were several
people in the building at the time of the
robbery. After personally interviewing
them, he concluded that none were suspects. The incident was reported to the
Tacoma Police Department as a burglary.
"I'm sure it was students who saw it

as a challenge," Badham said. "I'm
hopeful that it will resurface."
Students discovered the hatchet in an
old barn on the Puget Sound Campus that
they were helping to tear down in 1908.
They felt that the
old ax was a suitable token for their
mascot, the Logger. Over the
years, many legends and customs
surfaced from the
hatchet as it was
handed down from
class to class. At
the end of each
year the retiring
class inscribed the
year into the iron
head or oak shaft
leaving their permanent marks on
the symbol.
In the fall of
1998, it was ceremonially placed on permanent display
after a ten-year disappearance. The display case in the Wheelock Student Center enabled all that were associated with
the university to view the historical
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ASK Night coming up
Wondering what you're going to do with a liberal arts education? Come to ASK Night, and learn how former U.PS.
students have got along in the world. ASK Night (Alumni
Sharing Knowledge) will take place on Sept. 23, in Marshall
Hall, between 6:30-8:30 pm.
ASK Night, an event organized by Academic and Career
Advising, provides an important opportunity for students and
alumni to comingle in a relaxed, informative atmosphere.
All students are invited to attend. Alumni may offer information about such topics as what classes to take, thf. job
search, job leads, the graduate school admission process, and
what they have done with their lives after leaving the University of Puget Sound.
Academic and Career Advising recommends that students
prepare a resume, have it critiqued by a career counselor at
ACA, and bring several copies with them to the event. Also,
they recommend that you dress professionally and that you
ask the alumnae for business cards for future reference.

New logos make debut
As students return to the classrooms and playing
fields this fall, new colors and logos welcome them back.
With the coming of the new millenium, the University felt
the need to unify the athletic and academic departments under the same Logger look. Evolving from the traditional
Logger donning a plaid shirt, the schools 32-year old athletics department booster club, the Logger Club, made the logo
switch along with simplifying the University's colors to a
universal maroon and white.
On display
covering the
newly painted
gym floor, the
new logo retained the traditional axe so constant through all of the school's past logos. In last month's
Openline, Sports Relations Director Robin Hamilton wrote,
"The new image is a modern application that retains the heart
of the Logger spirit of hard work and determination." The
new symbol of hard work and determination applies to our
biology labs as well as our swimming pools. "It's about
time we got something that represents both athletics and academics," commented men's soccer co-captain Brian Fanning.
The change will be most apparent on University sports
teams. All 23 Logger teams
will wear brand-new uniforms of maroon and white.
Fans.will also notice the new
addition to the gym. The
freshly painted bleachers
now match the traditional
school colors, and the gym
floor offers a huge representation of Logger, pride.
Women's volleyball co-captain Anne Crase is, "Excited
to play home games and hopes the fans will come fill the
newly painted bleachers." And come they should for if athletic director Richard Ulrich was correct in his quote for
Openline, the University's modernized look should help
usher the Loggers into "another decade of outstanding competition."
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crown jewel of the school. Director
of Alumni Services, Sharon Babcock,
is anxious for alumni to regain possession of the hatchet. "The alumni want
to see the hatchet returned to its permanent display
case. It belongs
to all students,
and they
[alumni] would
be thrilled if it
were returned to
that status,"
noted Babcock.
John Hickey,
Director of Business Services,
hopes that the
hatchet will reappear sometime
during ,UPS
Homecoming.
"I am very disappointed with
the status of the
hatchet. It has
always been a nice artifact of the university for all students, alumni, faculty,
and staff to enjoy. I hope that it will be
returned soon so that it can be enjoyed
again."
looNes .s jo '<sallow o toqd
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courses in the International Political Economy major. In 1998 I took a tenure track
the university was working with them on position at Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff. But shortly thereafter I apthe changes.
plied for, and got, a tenure track opening here." 0' neill said that he is excited about
Changes in McIntyre Hall have ranged U.P.S strong commitment to learning. "I have always been impressed by the quality
from elevators to plumbing. The goal of students and faculty at U.P.S, and the dedication that both have to learning. Exwas to improve the overall working en- pectations are high and people rise to meet those challenges."
vironment of McIntyre. Repairs were
made to the existing mechanical, electrical, and plimbing infrastructure. Classrooms and work areas were redesigned
to better suit the needs of students and
falculty. An elevator was also installed
for better passage throughout the building. Only small repairs were done to
the exterior of the building.
All campus houses have had a technological overhaul of sorts. One concern
that had been constantly brought up was
the desire for each house to have a phone,
network, and cable television wiring set
up in every room. Until recently the university could not comply with these requests due to the cost of providing these
additions. By a little luck, and great timing, the university could make these
du g
changes. Director of Business Services
John Hickey said their contract with their
Stude
usual cable carrier TCI was up around
the same time that they had heard of the
Click! Network. Click! is a new subdivision of Tacoma City Light that specializes in cable television. The university
and Click! were able to form a mutually
beneficial agreement where the company
would have the university's business, and
the University was able to save greatly
on costs. The technological additions has
led to around 1,000 students with accounts for the network, and that 800-850
students have paid for the connection.
WIN a 10-Day Cruise to Mexico, Mountain Bikes and much more in the
Rainey Ellis has said that the whole inStudent Combo Sweepstakes! Enter online at www.ontap.com/wellsfargo
stallation process has ran smoothly with
Sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shirt!
ResNet connections and that it has had a
positive start. He notes, "We've made
Visit our local branch to take advantage of this offer:
big steps this year, and I hope to make
3607 6th Ave.
bigger steps next year," concerning the
Free T-shirt offer ends 11/11 9. Students must open a checking account and/or credit and to receive the T-shirt emit one per =tamer while supplies last.
_,, Ls-,....... ...,..,... .....:r
3171,4,12
flawlessness of the connections.
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Proposed Chages to ASUPS By-Laws Integrity
The Puget Sound Trail is required to publish
any proposed changes to the By-Laws prior to
their consideration by the Senate. Due to a technical oversight these changes were never published and are therefore not yet valid.

Docket #9924
Date: 29 April 1999
Title: Proposed Changed to the ASUPS
By-Laws
Author: Governance Committee
The ASUPS Senate hereby ratifies the following changes to the ASUPS By-Laws.
Article I, Section 3
Change the Senate Membership of the
President's Council to the Senate Chair and
one other member. Modify this section to
read:
Section 3. President's Council
Membership of the Council is the President, Vice-President, Director of Business
Services non-voting, Director of Public
Relations non-voting, the Senate Chair and
one other Senator elected by the Senate.
The Council provides a first-level forum
to discuss current issues, while opening
the door for new ideas, issues and concerns. The Council meets weekly as determined by the President, occasionally
inviting outside personnel to advise the
Council.
Article II, Section 1, E
Reduce the number of days prior to a meeting of the senate that legislation must be
presented from three to two. Modify this
section to read:
E. All legislative action must be presented
in written Senate Bill format available two
(2) calendar days prior to the formal Senate meeting at which it will be presented.

Article 2, Section 7, C
Modify section to read:
C. Inauguration. Inauguration for all newly
elected Senators takes place prior to the
first formal Senate meeting.
Article 3, ection 3, C, 3
Remove subsection a. re-letter remaining
subsections to read:
3. The ADPR has the following powers
and responsibilities:
Bill campus organizations, as well as
individuals, for services provided by the
ASUPS Public Relations and Publicity
Office.
Oversee the production and distribution
of ASUPS publicity materials.
Assist in the general operations of the
ASUPS Public Relations and Publicity Office; this including:
Help coordinate a monthly master calendar.
Gather information for the ASUPS Trail
page.
Inform the Programming Chairs of Public Relations and Publicity information,
when necessary.d. Any other related duties as assigned by the DPR.

Docket #9933
Date: 4 May 1999
Title: Proposed Changes to the ASUPS
By-Laws
Author: Governance Committee
The ASUPS Senate hereby ratifies the following changes to the ASUPS By-Laws.

1) Article II, 5 Section
In order to streamline the appointments
process, give the executive more leeway
on whether to use the evaluation panel. In

addition, remove ASUPS Inter-Office Personnel requirements for Interview panels.
Reword Section 5 to read:
"Section 5. Senate Interviewing and
Evaluations Panels. All student at large
members of Trustee, Faculty, Administrative, and Student Standing Committees are
subject to Senate confirmation, unless otherwise stated in the By Laws. The Executive, at his or her discretion, may us the
provisions stated in subsections A and B
of this section to choose candidates.
Each interviewing panel is composed
of at least two (2) voting members: one
(1) Senator, one (1) Executive Officer, and
when available a past or present committee member, preferably the Chair.
Interviewing panels determine the procedures and criteria for evaluation of prospective candidates in accordance with applicable State and Federal laws. The panel
must make the criteria available to the Senate upon request."
2)Article III, Section 1
Replace text regarding interviewing
ASUPS Inter-Office Personnel in the
proper section. Reword introduction and
add subsections A and B to read:
"Section 1. Inter-office positions are created and terminated, and personnel appointed by the Vice President in consultation with the President, subject to Senate
approval, unless otherwise stated herein.
The Vice-President, at his or her discretion may choose to use subsections A and
B of this section to make their decision.
Each interviewing panel is composed
of at least two (2) voting members: one
(1) Senator, one (1) Executive Officer, and
when available the previous Inter-Office
job holder.
Interviewing panels determine the procedures and criteria for evaluation of prospective candidates in accordance with applicable State and Federal laws. The panel
must make the criteria available to the
Senate upon request."

Docket #9925
Date: 29 April 1999
Title: Proposed Changes to the ASUPS
By-Laws
Author: Governance Committee
The ASUPS Senate hereby ratifies the following changes to the ASUPS By-Laws.
1) Article 4, Section 1
Add subsection J to read:
J. Annual Report: Each standing committee of the Senate is required to submit an
annual report to the Senate by March 1 of
each year.

2) Article 4, Section 1
Add subsection K to read:
K. The Senate will charge each standing
committee with specific goals for each
academic year. This must be completed
by the final regular Senate meeting of the
prior academic year.

3) Article 4, Section 1
Add subsection L to read:
L. Each standing committee shall maintain an updated web page on the ASUPS
web server.

Continued from front page

Voicing fears about university control over their
off-campus activities, and angered by the lack of
student input in the decision, students at the meeting organized a campaign against the plan.
Several students wrote a petition and obtained
1250 signatures by Friday afternoon.
Another group created and disbursed fliers calling for students to e-mail administrators and voice
their opposition to the plan.
A group of ASUPS senators wrote a resolution
opposing the plan, which was passed unanimously
by the Senate on Friday morning. While a resolution has no binding weight, it is the strongest message the Senate can send to the administration.
In addition, senior Patrick Giele gave a speech
on Friday at noon in the Marshall Hall urging students to e-mail administrators.
"We didn't come to this school to have someone
watch over us for four years," he said. "We came
here to develop as people, and they're not letting
us develop or make our own decisions."
While the student campaign has not convinced
the administration that it should not invoke the Integrity Code in off-campus situations, it does seem
to have prompted more communication about the
issue between the administration and student officials.
President Susan Resneck-Pierce met with Bowe
and Piccardo on Tuesday, Sept. 7 to discuss ways
that the university could work with off-campus students to avoid situations where the Integrity Code
would come into effect.
As a result of this meeting, Dean Bartanen met
again with the Senate during its informal session
that day. Senators proposed a task force to define
exactly how and when the Integrity Code would be
implemented in off-campus situations. Both Pierce
and Bartanen were supportive of the idea.
Along with Bartanen, the task force will include
Honor Court Chair John Tulloch, two of three students chosen by Bowe, Associate Dean of Students

Houston Dougharty, Associate Dean of Student Development Jim Hoppe.
Pierce said she was especially concerned about
clearing up misconceptions regarding the
university's plan.
"We're not interested in policing our off-campus students or monitoring their behavior," she said.
"What we're really interested in is holding individuals accountable if they really go beyond the
boundaries of civil behavior. I suspect there will be
very few examples of this, and I hope that there
will be none."
Pierce described a fictional scenario where the
university received several repeated complaints
about a student party house. If, in talking to the
students, staff members could not convince them
to be more considerate of their neighbors, further
complaints could be grounds for sanctions under
the Integrity Code, Pierce explained.
She added, "the Integrity Code has all kinds of
safeguards... and all of those safeguards to ensure
fundamental fairness are in place here, too."
In addition to supporting the task force, both
Pierce and Bartanen expressed a commitment to
working proactively with students and neighbors
to prevent conflicts. They also both said that the
university would work to increase services for offcampus students.
Bowe said he would work with the administration towards achieving these goals. However, in
continuing to assert that it may apply the Integrity
Code to off-campus situations, the university has
really not been receptive to student input, he said.
Piccardo expressed a similar opinion.
"I think this matter is a fine representation of the
recurring method in which the university takes action on an issue directly involving and concerning
students," she said. "They impose their decisions
upon the students without gaining student input,
without appropriately informing them beforehand
and without regard for the student opinion."

Summary of Official Correspondence Regarding the Integrity Code
E-mail to campus community from President Pierce on Wednesday. Sept. 8:
"...The University has not changed the Student Integrity Code. We have always reserved the right
to discipline students for off-campus behavior that violates the Code. Fortunately, we have rarely
had to exercise that right. We hope that in the future we will rarely have to do so.
"At the same time, we have in recent years received a growing number of complaints about the
truly offensive behavior of what I hasten to add are very small number of our off-campus students. At
times this behavior threatened the safety and well being of our students and that of others...
"...Dean Bartanen has indicated that she, Associate Dean Houston Dougharty and Assistant Dean
Henry Johnson will work with ASUPS to explore ways in which the University and ASUPS might
proactively seek to foster positive student-community relations, provide some support services for
those of our students living off-campus... and work together to define more explicitly how we implement our existing policy and our procedures..."
Senate Resolution in Opposition to the Extension of the Student Integrity Code passed on Sept. 3:
WHERAS the division of Student Affairs has the intention to extend the application of the Student
Integrity Code to non-University affiliated situations occuring off-campus, and
WHEREAS this policy change in the application of the Student Integrity Code will be instituted
without proper and timely consultation with the student body and/or student senate, and
WHEREAS the Student Senate fundamentally disagrees with the unprecedented application of
the Student Integrity Code to students residing in non-University owned housing,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Student Senate stands opposed to the aforementioned action, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Student Senate will employ all available avenues to
disseminate information to the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound regarding
this issue.

SAFETY ZONE
Help make the world safe from
40 neuromuscular diseases.

1-800-572-1717
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Grounds for Coffee provides haven, cake
some items on the menu, assessed by
several companions and myself.
Guest Writer
Grounds for Coffee makes a good
spiced cider, not too heavy on the seaIt had been a long day for this greenhorn reporter, up since the crack of dawn sonings, which allows the apple flavor
for the grueling tour-de-force known as to come out nicely.
The same goes for the mochas—a
the "Adelphian Choral Retreat." Now,
back in friendly and fragrant Tacoma, good balance is struck between the
chocolate and the coffee, although some
some serious relaxation was called for.
But where could one go to unwind in may prefer a little more chocolate. The
flavored lattes, parsuch a city 9
ticularly the vanilla,
Grounds for Coffee,
are excellent, and
about ten minutes The New Orleans cake was
the Chai tea also
from campus, was topped off with an achingly
earned
favorable rejust the thing.
views. There is a
Many upper- delicious layer of caramel
selection of
classmen are alfrosting and rich chocolate. good
teas and flavored
ready aware of
syrups, so just about
Grounds for Coffee,
but to the majority of new students (and anyone can find something that suits
their tastes.
some old), the funky, cozy coffee shop
The cream soda was satisfying, alremains undiscovered.
Located at 746 Broadway in down- though my choice of flavoring (peppertown Tacoma, it provides a welcome mint) made it taste a little bizarre.
A piece of New
break from the endless tedium that is
Orleans cake was
campus living.
The menu is fairly standard coffee the real highlight
shop fare, at reasonable prices. If you're of the visit. This
multi-layered cake
looking for the classic beverages—mowas topped off
chas, Italian/cream sodas, teas, etc., you
with an achingly
won't be disappointed. However, there
are also some top-notch desserts, which delicious layer of caramel frosting and
rich chocolate swirls.
in and of themselves are worth the trip.
The only thing that beat this out was
The following is a brief rundown of
ERIK STEIGHNER
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the Key Lime cheesecake, which was smooth,
robust, and had an attractive presentation, one of
the few things able to
make such a dessert even
more enjoyable.
Grounds for Coffee is
decorated- in a salmon
and green pastel theme
(which looks nicer than it
sounds), and is organized
into three sections. The
first is where the food is
ordered and prepared, the
middle is a lounge area
with sofas and chairs, and
the third is a smaller
lounge where live music
is played.
The last two areas
were short on chairs, so
seating was a little difficult, especially in the
music room, where many people had to
stand in the entryway.
The live music, a jazz vocalist and her
piano accompaniment, was well done
and set the atmosphere well. Grounds
for Coffee hosts live music on Friday and
Saturday nights, with the David Keys
Jazz Trio appearing every Saturday night.
The coffee shop itself is open from
7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Monday through

Wednesday, 7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. on
Thursdays, and 7:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays. On Sunday, it is
open from 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Grounds for Coffee proved to be a
worthwhile excursion, and is recommended to anyone who enjoys their coffee, cake, live music, lounge chairs, or
any combination of the four.

Bravo's "Carmen" very mixed bag
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
Among the illustrious forms of classical music, Georges Bizet's immortal opera Carmen, which he composed in
1873-4, stands out among the best of this
dramatic genre.
The cable network Bravo! broadcast
the opera on Thursday evening. Performed by the Paris National Opera company, the production was truly unique
and entertaining.
The most serious flaws of the performance were the absolutely abominable
acting in the portrayal of the lead male
role, Don Jose, and a strangely drab and
shadowy interpretation of the work, evidenced by the dark, eye-straining sets.
However, my job here is to talk about
music, so let's do that. The music to
Carmen is instantly recognizable. The
Toreador song, the
Habanera (a dance distantly akin to the tango),
and the boisterous introduction are familiar to
pretty much everybody. And, fortunately,
Bizet's strong melodies, flawless orchestration, and rambunctious rhythms survive a mediocre casting job.
Carmen herself may as well have worn
a Viking helmet, the lead soprano's performance draining any seductiveness
from the part. In this performance,
Carmen was a cold, harsh, stone-faced
statue of deceit. While her voice was impressively strong and lyrical, it was sadly
misplaced.
She would have been particularly fine,
I think, as Isolde in Wagner's Tristan and
Isolde, or as the Countess Geschwitz in

Alban Berg's Lulu. Here, however, she
The orchestral work in this perforsimply didn't belong.
mance was also quite good. There were,
The lead's portrayal of Don Jose was, however, some strange and ineffective
in spite of his total ineptitude as an ac- tempo choices. The bright, quick tempos
work well for the clamoring, chaotic
tor, a very fine musical performance. His
voice was well up to the part, even when
scenes, but are not appropriate for the
his acting skills fell drastically short. In romantic, lush, and quintessentially
the second act, however,
French melodies that
Jose has a terrific aria in
pop up frequently.
which he professes his
The conductor
Micaela has
love to Carmen. Jose's
seemed to be afraid of
leading his orchestra
performance in the
traditionally been
without the singers
broadcast brought the
one of my least
emotion across with vipresent; he seemed eabrance and clarity.
ger
to get through evfavorite roles, but
ery instrumental secUnfortunately, at the
this soprano
tion as quickly as posrisk of beating a dead
sible, without paying
horse, Jose's lack of exchanged my mind.
attention to Bizet's
pertise in acting gave the
tempo markings.
impression that he was
giving less than his full
All in all, then, the
effort. Jose also had a frightening tenperformance was a mixed bag of the subdency to hug walls on the lime and the ridiculous. Fortunately, the
set. Yes, that's what I said, music itself is immortal, and, as demon4.4SirC
he hugged walls—don't ask strated here, survives despite the strangest and least advisable choices and perme why.
vie**,
The real star of this par- formances.
Practically by virtue of this opera
ticular show was Micaela, Jose's young
lover (whom, of course, he abandons to alone, although he did write others,
follow Carmen around). This has tradi- Georges Bizet is firmly rooted as an
tionally been one of my least favorite eminent, unforgettable figure in operatic
roles—Micaela has always struck me as history. This is an honor of which he is
a thoroughly over-idealized angel—but richly deserving.
this soprano, for the moment, at least,
changed my mind. Her vocal dexterity
and expression were terrific.
Escamillo, the toreador, was also very
Want to learn more about
well represented, though Carmen's two
Carmen or other operas? Check
sidekicks, Frasquita and Mercedes, were
out Collins Library's extensive
lost in the trap of dreariness and darkmusic collection.
ness that the producer seemed hell-bent
on preserving.
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Grounds for
Coffee
showcases
live jazz each
Friday and
Saturday
evening.

MON-THURS

PIZZA

1 1:00Am-1 :00Am
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11 :00Am-12:00Am

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

9:00AM-1 2:00AM
SUNDAY

7:00pm-1 :00Am
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question - let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 524-4915

The Steven Klein Company
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Puyallup Fair worthy of spare time, spare cash
VAUNA JONES

Assistant A&E Editor
I had been told that the Puyallup Fair
was a large event, but when I got close
enough to realize exactly what it is, I
knew that my informants were mistaken.
The Puyallup Fair isn't a large event, it
is enormous.
As a virgin to the entire fair experience, I was expecting some exhibits,
some rides, certainly lots of vendors of
food and souvenirs, but I was not prepared for the overwhelming amount of
food, concerts, rides, games, arts and
crafts, exhibits, and enterpreneurs that
comprise this occasion.
All of those vows not to gain the
"freshman fifteen" are left at the gates
when you enter the fair and are faced with
a world of cotton candy, fudge, peanut
brittle, elephant ears, onion rings, corn
dogs, curly fries, milkshakes, ice cream
sundaes, and, of course, scones.
"The scones are Puyallup's claim to
fame," says freshman Erinn Spencer, a
native of Puyallup who has attended the
fair every year since she was seven.

LeDoux, too.
The Western Washington Fair, commonly known as the Puyallup Fair, is one
of the few private, non-profit, selfsustaining fairs that remain in the
Over 1.2
United States. It is supported
through sponsorship, donations,
million
and volunteers. The Puyallup Fair
has grown larger and larger since
people
its birth in 1900 and continues to
attended the
be one of the most successful in the
United States.
Puyallup
Over 1.2 million people from
fair last
western Washington, Oregon, and
even Canada attended the fair last
year, and
year and this year promises to be
this year
S still larger. And why not? Ride tickets are a bit pricey, but overall the
Two fairgoers enjoy the centrifugal thrill called the Scrambler
promises to
Puyallup Fair is relatively inexpenOne of the main attractions of the fair Manilow, Brooks and Dunn, and John sive and offers many different
be even
Byner and John Mills, with Kenny events for your money.
is the rides. Some of the best are the Ziplarger.
Rogers making a cameo at the fair on
per, Kamikaze, Enterprise, and the new
Now is your chance to catch the
Extreme Scream. Of course, the Monday. If easy listening and country
action, so don't miss it. The
rollercoaster ride is a must for all of those aren't your favorites, Third Eye Blind Puyallup Fair runs from Sept. 10 to Sept.
over 48" tall.
and Collective Soul are playing on Sept.
26, but there are only ten days left for
Other popular attractions are the con24 and Sept. 25. The Puyallup Fair's you to go experience it for yourself. Go
certs that take place every night. This grand finale on Sunday, Sept. 26is going • ahead, cut loose, and as the advertiseweekend is your chance to see Barry to be phenomenal—bull-riding and Chris ments say, do the PuWOWup!

Reformation Concert to rock UPS "Stir of Echoes"
stirs up trouble

AucuAnmENTRour

Staff Writer

UPS, are you ready to rock? Your opportunity to listen to great music and just
plain get down is at hand. The Reformation Concert is happening Friday, Sept.17
at 8:00 p.m. in Marshall Hall. Cover
charge is one dollar.
The Reformation Concert is the newly
renamed music festival previously
known - as SPANK. SPANK was created
seven years ago and has become an annual event. This year, Andy Rick, head
of the Campus Music Network, decided
to change the name. To him, the new
name seems a little more symbolic, as it
represents the "UPS music scene, reforming for a new year."
This year also has a new goal in mind.
Rick hopes to "make it seem like a real
show instead of a bunch of bands playing in Marshall Hall." He has
many ideas on how he
will accomplish this
goal, like planning
activities between
the sets of the bands in order to stimulate audience members. With such fresh
ideas this promises, as Rick claims, to
be "more fun than SPANK" has been in
past years.

dr.

The bands scheduled to play are lieves that people should come to the
Demotron, Fruit, Girth, Lyster Lower, show just to try it out and that the conWave the Stale Tide, and The Funk If I cert will be "a lot of fun and it is good to
Know. The many bands promise a vari- support the people at school."
ety of music, so there will be something
Another band, Wave the Stale Tide, is
for most musical tastes. What makes this the most recent addition to the show.
event so uncommon and interesting is They classify themselves as ultra-pop.
that it presents only fellow students and This band is focused on "expanding the
their musical crenormal boundaries
ations. By attending,
of pop."
you are supporting "If over half of the
"We are going to
people in your comthe far country," the
student body comes, we
munity and everyone
band said.
gets that warm, fuzzy promise to light
Demotron is very
feeling from caring
much looking forabout their fellow ourselves on fire."
ward to the concert.
schoolmates.
Andy Rick, a mem— Doug Turnbull,
Among the bands
ber of the band,
Fruit
playing in this event
wants people to
is Fruit. Fruit's music
come because "it
consists of funk, jazz,
will be entertaining
and rock. Doug Turnbull, a member of and something many people haven't seen
the band, says people should listen to before." Demotron can be defined as prethem because "we have a unique sound electronic electronic—they use tape
[and] it is not something you hear every loops mixed with guitars and also offer
day." Also, they have made a statement
many visual elements displayed with
that "if over half of the student body slide projectors.
comes, we promise to light ourselves on
The Reformation Concert will be feafire." This surely guarantees to be an enturing many bands with many different
tertaining show.
styles of music. It is cheap and may well
Lyster Lower plays ska and some punk be worth your time, so come to the show
music. Lew Robert, a Lyster Lowerer, beand let it all hang out.

Lyster Lower CD Cover Art Design Contest
Are you artistically inclined?
Would you like to design a CD cover for this up-and-coming ska, punk and swing band?
If so, submit your entries as soon as possible! The contest will end when the band sees a particularly

eye catching entry.
The winner will receive a Lyster Lower Fun Pack including an autographed CD, a cool gift from each
member, and anything else they feel like throwing in.
Good luck!
For more information, contact Ryan Guggenmos at x 8722

tween bad and horrible, leaving the viewer looking for
signs of intelligent life, but
"Do me." These words, delivered unsuspected humor
spouted forth in the new and numerous one-liners that
psycho-thriller "Stir of Ech- produced laughs in otherwise
oes," may be added to the list high-intensity scenes.
of famous last words. Kevin
Also, Kathryn Erpe's acting
Bacon stars in this
was impressive denew film as a con- Movt 6spite having to destruction worker Doyle W, liver thoughtless
who unwittingly oflines, and Kevin Bafers himself up to be hypno- con brought out the psychotic
tized at a party.
in him to the fullest.
After that night, his whole
If you choose to view "Stir
life, along with that of his wife of Echoes," be prepared for a
(Kathryn Erbe), spins wildly strong, gripping, scary beginout of control as a result of the ning that slowly drifts off into
hypnosis. Apparently it a cliché "ghost-contacts-huopened his mind to make him man" scenario.
a "receiver" of mental images
Be sure to bring a date beand hallucinations sent from cause even if the movie
a ghost in his house that drive doesn't impress you, you
him to insanity sporadically might have an excuse to reach
throughout the movie. A com- out and grab onto someone.
bination of the acting, camera End result— Brainless, mildly
work, and overall story line entertaining insanity.
make for a truly odd, psyThis week's rating:
chotic flick.
In many ways the film paralleled the recent thriller "The
Sixth Sense." However,
MOVIE RATING
whereas that movie relied on
little shock or gore to make
SYSTEM
you quiver in your seat, "Stir
* Not even worth your time
of Echoes" delivered plenty
of both in certain places, and
** Rent it when there's
then turned into a slow and
nothing better to do
confusing film the remainder
of the time. At times, it ap**At Worth seeing
peared altogether incoherent.
eventually
The writers incorporated too
**** Run to the movie
much into one film and it
theater!
lacked overall consistency.
The script fluctuated beEMILY STOLTZ

Staff Writer
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• Kittredge colorblind in exhibition
r,

KRISTINE SIUMATA

Staff Writer
You probably pass by Kittredge Hall,
which is just across the street from the
Student Center, every day. Kittredge is
home to an exhibition of black and white
landscapes from now until Sept. 26.
The exhibition, Landscapes: Black &
White, is available for public viewing at
no cost. The works of three artists, Glenn
Rudolph, Lyn McCracken, and Oswald
Miedl, are included in the show.
Glenn Rudolph photographs show a
different perspective on landscapes, especially railroads, both functioning and
non-functioning. His work is dark and
full of shadows varying in depth that contrast with the spot of light in one area of
the photograph.
His photos seem to invite you to walk
down a path that the landscape forms. In
Rudolph's work, "Windy Point" (1991)
stood out because of the way the light
filtered though the dark branches in front
of the train tunnel.
Lyn McCracken is tied to things, like
unfinished buildings and construction.
This is probably because she was a laborer for fifteen years in the boat building industry. She takes photographs of
man-made structures in the environment.

EVENTS
"Landscapes: Black & White"
Kittredge Hall
through September 26
Free
Piano Recital by Sonia Leong
Concert Hall
Friday, September 17
7:30pm
free with UPS ID

.

McCracken's photographs are mostly
full of light and unusual objects, especially pieces of construction. In
McCracken's work, "Untitled #5" (199899) and "Untitled #6" (1998-99) from the
series Artifacts in the Landscape, featured incomplete objects which seemed
to be completed in the photographs.
The other room features Oswald
Miedl's work. He does lithographs that
consist of darks and lights, of trees,
shrubs, and the usual things found in
most landscapes. The slashes depict destruction and the calm lines depict order.
He sees movement and change in every-

thing, animate and inanimate, and draws
them. His work also consists of nine
landscape drawings besides large landscape drawings. In Miedl's work, the
lithographs "Dark Trees" (1988) and
"Trees and Water" (1987) emitted a very
tranquil feeling.
The gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
from Monday to Friday, and 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. on Sundays.
After viewing the selected art in the
gallery, at 4 p.m., on September 16 and
September 21, in Kittredge 111, Glenn
Rudolph and Lyn McCracken will give
lectures on their work.

Reformation Concert
Marshall Hall
Friday, September 17
8:00 p.m.
Free

Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap"
Tacoma Little Theatre
September 1708-8:00 p.m.
September 19-2:00 p.m.
with post-performance discussion
$13 student, $15 general admission
"New Religion"
through November 7
and New Print Acquisitions
through October 31
Tacoma Art Museum
Monday-Sunday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Thursday 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
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We have discovered that some of
models (roughly one in tea) will experience
mode
our
a suppression of normal brain activity during its
lifetime. Typically, this ailment will
adversely
Funcivionps.L-Lx,
Since you have a
affect the ENTIRE life experience
PERCEPTOPILY.
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brain, you are susceptible to this very serious
threat, comnonly mown as depression, Prolonged or
ext7rena cases may result in suicide. It is important
to remain aware of this serious threat- and always,
is readily treatable See YoUr
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Prevent suicide.
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doctor. Treat depression.
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White alligator visits Point Defiance Zoo
Driving along Sixth Avenue, you may have noticed
a stark white billboard with blue reptilian eyes staring back at you. The billboard is an announcement
for the exhibition of a rare white alligator, on loan to
Point Defiance Zoo through Sept. 30.
The white alligator is not albino—it is in fact
leucistic, which means that it lacks pigment in the
skin, like an albino animal, but it has color in its
eyes. A true albino would display pink eyes.
Thibodeaux, as the alligator is properly called, was
hatched in Louisiana out of a clutch of sixteen, including several other leucistic animals.
Every summer, the Point Defiance Zoo obtains a
rare or unusual animal to draw crowds to the zoo as
well as providing a theme for the year's Zooliilee
fundraiser. According to UPS student and Zoo employee Sara Stuck, "the exhibit is a rare and unique
opportunity."
"It's not just an exhibit, it's an experience," Stuck
added, pointing out the other swamp dwelling animals, appropriate sounds, and creaky boards under
viewers' feet enhance the exhibit.

`Features

KUP
monday

7 am

tuesday

.

wednesday

in o r n 1 n g ,

8 am

.,

9 am

Jenny Owens

Becki McAdams

Maddog Megan

10 am

Brian Juckeland

Doug Shea &
Brian Buehler

Andrew LaForge

11 am

Doug Turnbull

Shannon Winn

Emma Stevenson

noon

Laura Handy

Paul Danielson

Sherrard Ewing

1 pm

N

2 pm

Emilia Kelsey

D

Dan Hulse

Deanna Kovack &
Suzanne Meyers

Carol Duris

Terry Kyle

Doug Aamoth

Lauren Carroll &
Sheena Brittle-Matsuki

3 pm

4 pm
5 pm

,

6 pm

Diesel

7 pm

Kristin Funk &
Kamala Ellis

8 pm

Rea an Grubner

9 pm

Karen Kay

10 pm

Chris Byron

r

A 0....

.

.
Courtney Pfahl &
Damon Haerr

Komrade

Ryan Miller &
Josh Hiltonen
Michael Chandler &
•Zachel RatnerAl

Ryan
.

John Guthrie

Sex Goddess of the
Western Hemisphere

Sam Berg &
Hip Socket QR2007

midnight

Adam Brooks

.Jacob &
Jason

Diesel &
Marion Boone

1 am

Demian Sainz

AJ

Molly Schaub &
Jessica Sickles

11 pm

-

a

•
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Requests:
T hursday

friday

saturday

sunday

Josh Epstein

Brian Palmer

(classical)

(Christian)

Andrea Scardina

t,

(classical)

.auren Daniels

Joe Jaworski

Shaun Thayer

if k

The Dude

igq

,
i,
SCOttltee'Ves!

th i ,

.

Nick Halsey

Eric Ugland

Abbot Taylor

Trina Olson

Bridget Burell

Jason Evans

Sarah Hashem

he

(world)

John Berry

Id

,,,. — Ps

—

r

——

.

aazz/wor/09

/progressive rock/

Buck Defore

:1- to

(soundtracks)

Dr. Stuart

helle Cummings

,,...i

A

CJ BOyd

1

(soundtracks/ 4
edcationalhoor_

Zach Elhert
aanyslazz)

Aric Effron
Oazz)
tachel Zuback

Kelly Doxie &
Liz Coen

Matt Bryant

Joe Everett

(jams/jazz)

(80s)

Garrett Aufdemberg

Todd Smith

V

cott McDowell
hi

Maggie &
Jenny
Tim

Ben Kevan

,

c-troilc

Taiha Hall

Julian Venegas
Bear Andrews

Ted Southern

Barbarella &
Kate
ip
Susan &
Andie
4

Meagan

(educational hour)

Hillary Thoren

Doug
Soul Stroker ---

Danielle White

Rob Scotian
Defiant One

Francesco Ortenzo

This schedule tries to be as accurate as possible, however
changes do occur, The Trail apologizes for any errors.

Peggy Togioka
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Loggers drop three of four at home
Puget Sound Invitational opens season
VOLLEYBALL
(1;

BILL PARKER

Women's soccer splits pair in SoCal

Sports Editor

The women's soccer team got off to a slow start to their
season, dropping a 1-0 contest to Biola University in the
first game of the Redlands Invitational in Redlands, California on Friday, Sept. 10. They bounced back the next
day, however, to beat the University of Redlands in a 4-0
shutout. Sarah Blawat, Michelle Moore, Brianna Hultgren
and Dusty Marcell all had goals in the win, and sophomore goalkeeper Karen Ecklebe recorded the shutout. The
Loggers came in second in the tournament.

The Logger volleyball team started the
season in style on Friday and Saturday,
Sept. 10 and 11, by hosting the five-team
Puget Sound Invitational. St. Martin's
College, Simon Fraser University, University of California-San Diego, and
George Fox University were all on hand
for the weekend round-robin tournament.
The Loggers played tough matches
against all four teams, but wound up with
just one win and three losses to show for
their efforts.
The first match of the tournament for
UPS came against the St. Martin's Saints
of Olympia on Friday, and the Log- 1999 STANDINGS:
NWC 0-0
gers looked impresOVERALL 1-3
sive in hammering
out a 15-12, 15-3,
15-5 victory. Eileen Gamache led the
Loggers with 11 kills; she would go on
to lead the team with 72 total kills for
the tournament. Feather Robles and
Karen Thomas added eight and seven
kills, respectively, for UPS, and Lindsi
Weber led the team with 26 assists.
The showcase match of Friday pitted
the Loggers against UC San Diego. It
was an exciting match that saw the Loggers jump out to a quick one-game lead,
but in the end UCSD stood on top by the
score of 7-15, 15-8, 15-7, 15-11.
Gamache again led the Loggers with 10
kills and added a match-leading 30 digs.
San Diego's defense proved stronger,
though, producing 95 digs to the Loggers' 91. UCSD's Christine Kueneman

Seahawks lose; NFL opener
starts season off with a bang
The NFL kicked off its regular season on Sunday, Sept.
12, filled with excitement, upsets and disappointment. The
Seahawks fell to the lowly Lions, 28-20, but there was much
more on opening day for the true football fan.
Highlights from other action featured Packers quarterback Brett Favre leading his team on a last-minute comeback to shock the Raiders 28-24, and New Jersey's star
quarterback, Vinny Testeverde, being lost for the season
with an Achilles' tendon injury while his Jets dropped the
game to the Patriots, 30-28. Also, the Jacksonville Jaguars
pounded San Francisco 41-3, and the Vikings needed two
missed fieldgoals by Atlanta's Morten Andersen to eke out
a win, 17-14, in a rematch of last year's NFC title game.

Twins' Milton throws no-hitter
Lost in the excitement over the NFL season opener was
a no-hitter thrown by the Minnesota Twins' Eric Milton on
Saturday, Sept. 11. The feat was accomplished against an
Anaheim Angels team with Mo Vaughn, Tim Salmon, Darin
Erstad, Jim Edmonds and Garret Anderson, who make up
most of the team's offense, on the bench, replaced by a
number of rookies and late-season call-ups.
Milton's gem is the third in the majors this season. St.
Louis Cardinals rookie Jose Jimenez no-hit Arizona on June
18, and the New York Yankees' David Cone hurled a perfect game against the Montreal Expos on July 25.

Sosa, McGwire lock horns in
second annual homerun race
The excitement and magic that made last year's baseball season special may be missing from this season, but
whether or not people are noticing, home run kings Sammy
Sosa and Mark McGwire continue to hammer baseballs in
record numbers.
Through Monday, September 13, McGwire had 55 homers, and Sosa had 59, putting him on pace for 67 and
McGwire for 62. McGwire set the all-time record for home
runs in 1998 with 70, and Sosa set the second-place alltime mark with 66. Roger Maris' 1961 total of 61 homers
currently stands in third place.

Nik Tesla is back
Big beach...no vengeance

PO Box 7828 • Tacoma, W 8407
(253) 759-3150 • fUlcirnikteslehome.com
'twenty years ago this month the band debuted at
the University of Puget Sound
Now again ready to roll...thunder in electric reign!
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Anne Case (left) and Jessica Davis go for the block at the net in
the Loggers' three game victory against St. Martin's on Sept. 10.
also came through in a big way, putting
in 45 assists for San Diego.
On Saturday afternoon, UPS faced off
against the Clan of Simon Fraser. In a
game that lasted a grueling two hours and
thirteen minutes and the five-game maximum, the Clan pulled out a victory, 1016-14, 15-14, 1415-10. Gamache
UP NEXT:
led the team in kills
VS. LINFIELD
once again with an
SEPT. 17, 7:00PM
impressive 29, and
FIELDMOUSE
Sarah Hesseltine
added 19.
In the final match of the tournament,
the Loggers played Northwest Conference rival George Fox University for the
first of at least three times this season.
UPS fought the Bruins for four tough
games, but ended up losing for the third
straight time, 15-13, 5-15, 15-6, 15-11.
Gamache again led the way with 22 kills,
but the Bruins were overpowering, with

four players posting double-digits in
kills.
As the tournament came to a close, UC
San Diego found itself on top with a 4-0
record for the weekend. They were followed by Simon Fraser and George Fox
at 2-2, the Loggers at 1-3, and St. Martins at 0-4. The All-Tournament Team
featured four players from UCSD, three
from George Fox, and two from Simon
Fraser. Gamache was the Loggers' only
representative on the team.
Next on the Loggers' schedule were
two tough games at home. Their Northwest Conference schedule officially
opened on Wednesday, Sept. 15, against
the Willamette University Wildcats. The
game was completed too late for the
score to be included in this edition. The
second game of the Loggers' conference
schedule will be played on Friday, Sept.
17 against Linfield College at 7:00 pm
in the fieldhouse.

Davis wins Emerald City Invitational
University of Washington took both the men's and women's
titles by convincing margins.
Among the other individual runners for UPS, senior Sam
BILL PARKER
Berg (26:46,10`" place), senior Robert Graham (27:27, 13'h),
Sports Editor
junior Bryan Mulry (27:33, 15"), freshman Reagan Grabner
(27:36, 16"), freshman JR Flowers (28:22, 27') and senior
Senior Dave Davis took first place in the Emerald City
Micah Grigonis (29:10, 38') helped bring home the second
Invitational at Lower Woodland in Seattle, Washington for
place finish for the men.
the second straight year on Saturday, Sept. 11. Twenty memBest among the Logger
bers of the UPS men's and
women was Kyra
women's cross country
CROSS COUNTRY RECAP Patterson, whose time of
teams-thirteen men and
19:55 was good for elevseven women-represented
enth place. The next UPS
the Loggers at the event,
Men's Team Results
Women's Team Results
runners hit the finish line
which was the team's first
in a pack, with senior and
race of the 1999 season.
team
captain Jessica
20
University
of
Washington
Last season, Davis was University of Washington 15
Schneider,
freshman Julie
able to win the event with a
55
58 Puget Sound
Seattle Pacific
Meyer, freshman Breanne
time of 25:59. This season,
92
Central Washington
77 Western Washington
Hickel, sophomore Katie
though, he improved his time
106 Danielson, and freshman
123 Mount Hood CC
Western Washington
to 25:22, which was just
121
154 Central Washington
Kim Racine earning 34",
enough to narrowly defeat Puget Sound
36th, 38th and 42"
198
six runners from the UniverNorthwest College
181 Seattle Pacific
place,
respectively.
sity of Washington. Davis,
236
198 Seattle University
Seattle University
On Saturday, Sept. 18,
the men's team captain,
Mount Hood CC
218
both the Loggers will be at
earned the Northwest ConPoint Defiance Park to take
ference cross country athlete
on the Puget Sound Alumni in the Alumni Run. The exhibiof the week award for men with his victory, and was also
tion will be in conjunction with the local Habitat for Hunamed the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week.
manity race. The Loggers' next regular-season competition
In the team contests, the Logger men finished second out
will be the Sundodger Invitational on Sept. 25.
of seven teams, and the women came in fifth of eight. The
CROSSCOUNTRY
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Loggers continue winning ways
Team has not allowed goal through four games

Thank God
for football
ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
All summer long sports coverage has
been dominated by baseball, baseball
and even more baseball. I, for one, can't
stand it. The only thing even remotely
exciting this past summer was the
Women's World Cup, and not just because that chick took her shirt off. I
would rather watch the International
Curling Championships than sit
through a game between the Minnesota
Twins and the Anaheim Angels.
No offense to baseball players; lots
of them are great athletes, but how can
they stand to spend eight months out
of the year playing a game where
hardly anything ever happens? I prefer some action to my sports, and even
women's soccer has more action than
your typical baseball game.
Finally, all the other sports fans out
there can rest easy: the NFL season is
here. And with the first week of play
complete, we were not disappointed.
Seven of thirteen games on opening
day were decided by four points or less,
and four games were decided in the final fifteen seconds. Then there was the
game between Dallas and Washington
in which the Cowboys pulled off one
of the greatest comebacks of all time,
overcoming a twenty-one point deficit
in the fourth quarter before pulling the
game out in overtime.
When was the last time baseball produced anything that exciting on a single
day, let alone a whole season? I'll admit that that whole Sammy Sosa, Mark
McGwire home run thing was/is pretty
cool, but that's just two guys.
What other sport can offer a whole
day's worth of games? Every Sunday
for the next four months, sports fans
will be able to spend an entire day in
their favorite chair, just enjoying the
action. And there's e no better way to
put off doing homework than watching football.
Even here, attention has shifted away
from the Mariners and their new sta. dium, and toward the Seahawks and
their new coach. And although they lost
to the hapless and Barry Sanders-less
Lions, there's still hope for the team
from up north.
They have a coach who has won a
Super Bowl, they have a sharp young
quarterback and, if Joey Galloway ever
decides to play, a great young receiver.
They've still got a chance in an AFC
that's suddenly wide open, with Denver missing their driving force in John
Elway, and the favorite Jets losing their
quarterback for the year with a ruptured
Achilles tendon.
As I write this, I'm watching the Miami Dolphins kick the stuffing out of
the Broncos, and even though I don't
particularly like either team, it's great
to finally have some good sports to
watch again on TV.

MEN'S SOCCER

J. LILJE
Staff Writer
NATHAN

In the University of Puget Sound Invitational held at Baker
Stadium over the weekend, the men's soccer team won both
games to improve their record to 4-0. The 4-0 record is the
best start for the Loggers since they began the season with
four consecutive wins in 1995.
The Loggers blew out Evergreen State College in the first
game, on Friday, Sept. 10. Kevin Zamira scored at the thirteenth minute, assisted by Tye Tolentino. The assist was the
sixteenth of Tolentino's career, breaking the all-time Logger
record in only his junior year.
David Ludwin and Jason Sisneros also scored, and the Loggers finished the first half up 4-0. Loren Cohen, Tolentino and
Brenden Hanke scored three more goals in the second half,
leading to an easy 7-0 victory in front of the largest crowd
ever to watch a soc- cer game at Baker
Stadium.
1999 STANDINGS:
Coach Reece
Olney was particuNWC 0-0
larly excited about
the way his team
OVERALL 4-0
played. "I thought
we had a very balanced attack, with six different people scoring. Most of our
goals were assisted goals which is a sign that we are building
our attack well." The Logger defense was equally impressive;
only one shot was taken on goal in the entire first half, and
goalkeeper Mike Rottersman preserved the shutout.
The Loggers won again on Sunday, this time by a score of
2-0 over Cascade. Adam Vance scored the initial goal in the
first half, and Chris Raymond, who leads the Loggers with
three goals this season, scored with a penalty kick in the second. The Loggers' defense was again impressive, and
Rottersman had three saves on the way to the shutout. The
shutout is the team's fourth in as many games so far this season.
The All-Tournament Team was dominated by Loggers. Three
UPS forwards (Raymond, Tolentino and Vance), two

JESSICA SICKLES

Contributing Editor
The Simon Fraser University Clan
handed the UPS Loggers their first loss
of the 1999 season on Saturday, Sept. 11,
by a final score of 31-0.
Simon Fraser took the lead in the first
quarter with 8:11 left when the Clan
scored the first touchdown of the game
on a 26-yard run. A six-yard touchdown
pass in the second quarter brought Simon
Fraser up to the halftime lead of 14-0 and
continued to put points on the board, with
touchdowns in both of the remaining
quarters. The final score was tallied after the successful 23 yard fieldgoal
tacked on by the Clan with :01 remaining on the clock.
UPS came up with a total of 214 yards,
including 210 passing yards. Quarterback Craig Knapp threw for 22-38 with
one interception. Senior wide receiver
Jeff Halstead was selected as the Dande
Football Player of the Week, catching 7
passes for 86 yards. The Clan, meanwhile, gained 189 yards on the ground
and added 281 via the pass.
Among a struggling defense, the
standouts were Will Lathrop, who ended
the day with 7 unassisted and 2 assited
tackles, and Jason McLaughry, who

For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Cross Country
September 18
Alumni Run
@ Point Defiance
Park

Men's Soccer
September 18
Bethel College
@ St. Paul, MN
1:00 pm

Loren Cohen (left) keeps the ball from an
opponent in UPS' win over Evergreen State.
midfielders (Ludwin and Zamira), two defenders (Erik Nielsen and Kevin
UP NEXT:
Weidkamp) and Rottersman were all seVS. BETHEL
lected. Tolentino was also named the Most
SEPT. 18, 1 :00pm
Valuable Player of the Invitational.
ST. PAUL, MN
This weekend, the Loggers will travel
to Minnesota for two games. They will
play Bethel College (St. Paul) on Saturday, Sept. 18, and
Carleton College (Northfield) on Monday, Sept. 20. The Loggers return to play Northwest Conference rivals Willamette
and Linfield on Saturday, Sept. 25 and Sunday, Sept. 26th.

Loggers blasted by Simon Fraser
FOOTBALL

LUGGER
LINE /*

added 6 tackles and was assisted with 4.
The Loggers return to home field
Baker Stadium on Saturday, Sept. 18 to
face the Western Washington Wolves at
1:30 pm. The two teams have not met
since 1994, when the Wolves took home
the win, 32-6. In 1993, Western Wash-

ington helped make Logger history with
a 21-21 tie, one of only 36 ties on the
books.
The play-by-play broadcast of every
Loggers football game this season can be
heard on KKMO 1350am, with Don
Bushell and Mike Safford.

September 20
Carleton College
@ Northfield,
MN
4:00 pm

Women's Soccer
September 17
Laverne
University
@ HOME
3:00 pm

September 19
University of

California
San Diego
@ HOME
4:00 pm

September 22
Pacific
Lutheran
University
@ Parkland,
WA
5:00 pm

Volleyball
September 17
Linfield
College
@ HOME
7:00 pm
•

It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill or another contraceptive.
During September and October, new patients
receive first month's supply of birth control
pills free!
Call for an appointment today.

Pla n ne d
nthood®
estn
erne\as11:13inagrtoen

1-800-230-PLAN

www.ppww.org

September 18
George Fox
University
@ Newberg,
OR
7:00 pm

Football
September 18
Western Oregon
University
@ HOME
(Parents' Day)
1:30 pm
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

0

Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

Guidelines for off-campus parties
recently had a conversation with
lieutenant Mike Miller of the
Tacoma Police Department. Lt.
Miller is tre commander of sector two
in Tacoma, the sector that UPS is in and
that the majority of us reside in. Lt.
Miller gave me some suggestions about
proper parties off-campus. Specifically,
he told me about the parties that usually get our students and others in
trouble.
So I am writing to inform the general UPS community about some of
the consequences of having large parties. I am not telling you to stop partying (since I like to practice what I
preach), but there are some guidelines
to conducting a party off-campus that
will keep your neighbors happy and you
out of trouble.
The first thing that Lt. Miller told me
was that the hosts of a party have increased responsibility. For instance, if
a party-goer is caught driving drunk the
host may be held responsible. Furthermore, if the drunk driving results in an
accident the host could possibly be held
on felony charges.
The first rule then is not to let any of
your friends drive drunk. It seems common sense already, but it is worth mentioning once more.
Next, Lt. Miller told me that fines for
serving alcohol to minors as well as dis-

/

turbing the peace can range into the thousands. That is a lot of money for any of
us going to this expensive institution. He
said that citizens usually complain about
three main problems with any party. The
first problem is obviously noise. A party
that goes late into the night with a lot of
loud people will usually warrant calls to
thepolice.
The second complaint is parking. If a
citizen cannot find a space to park around
his/her house, then he/she is more likely
to complain about the party going on.
Encourage people to walk and you also
won't have to worry about anyone driving drunk.
Finally, citizens complain about littering and public urination. The simple solution to this is to keep people inside and
keep a lot of trash cans around.
Lt. Miller also told me how he has instructed his officers to approach parties
in his sector. He calls it the "fair, friendly,
and firm" approach. This approach is
generally how TPD will work; however,
completely out of control parties may
warrant harsher action.
The first visit by the Tacoma Police
Department will be an educational one.
The party will be broken up, and the hosts
will be reprimanded and told of all the
possible fines they face.
On the second visit to a location for a
party, TPD will break up the party, de-

termine who is responsible, and issue
citations for noise and alcohol violations.
The third visit to a house will bring
even more severe consequences. The
hosts will be arrested and brought to the
lovely Pierce County Jail. Parties after
that will subject the hosts to even stiffer
punishment and possibly jail time.
I don't want to rain on our parade,
but I want all UPS students to avoid
being in trouble with the police and their
neighbors. If you want to have a party,
I would suggest keeping the numbers
to a manageable level. The less people
at your party, the less chance of annoying your neighbors.
Also, try to keep the people inside. If
people need to smoke then make sure
they go outside just for smoking and
that they come back in when they are
done. Try to keep your lawn neat and
have ample parking space on your street
for your neighbors.
Remember to let your neighbors
know what you are up to. Furnish them
with your phone number and ask them
to call so you can handle any complaints. Most of all have fun, be safe,
and be smart.
Sincerely,
Dave Bowe
ASUPS President

Worthless mail wasted on students
night. They'll make a mess, smell up your room and only want
to get drunk, and we'll pay you practically nothing." Yes, we
all love those fliers in their bright, fluorescent colors. I know
What's the one thing that most colthey make me take pride in the fact that my tuition dollars are
lege students wait for on a daily basis?
paying to have them made.
What's the one thing that can send a
Then there's the free "magazines" that are sent to over half
freshman searching for an RA? That
the campus. Those fun little wastes of trees that can tell me all
would cause people to stand in line in
about the fact that some junior at Hofstra University (your
the basement of Jones? Mail, of course!
guess as to the location is as good as mine) carries around a
It is the opiate for those who, even after
copy of the Communist Manifesto, or how I can decorate my
three years of college, are homesick. It's
room to better improve its Feng Shui. It wouldn't be so bad if
what keeps nave freshmen believing that a long-distance reI had requested this particular piece of—for once, I'll censor
lationship can actually work. It causes the residents of dorms
myself—but I didn't. It was sent to me as well as to most of
to struggle to remember a mailbox combination on top of the
the people in my hall.
forty-six characters that they have to memorize for a Japanese
This kind of junk is ridiculous. I don't want to solicit money
test (i.e., it's the bane of college life).
from alumni nor do I desire to decorate my room in red to
We spend so much time waitincrease my chi. I want to protect the sancing for mail and yet never get
tity of my mailbox from fliers that are alI want to protect the sanctity of
any—it's always for a roommate
ready hanging up all over campus, and
or housemate. So when some acsave many of those poor innocent trees
my mailbox from flyers that are
tually comes, when you catch that
that are every day being cut down, ground
first glimpse of paper in the box,
up and dyed a lovely canary yellow to
already hanging up all over
you feel your heart leap into your
inform me of the "Link."
campus, and save many of
Instead, save our tuition money and buy
chest in a sudden up-welling of
joy—and then you see what it acmore
paper and ink for the computer labs
those poor innocent trees.
tually is.
so we don't get charged for printing out
ten copies of our seven-page research paPerhaps it's simply a flier for
pers like our profs told us to.
something or another: "Come join us, we'll give you a job
Oh, and don't give out campus addresses to bulk mail "magacalling alumni for money and pay you practically nothing to
zines." If I have to get something in my mailbox I would predebase yourself on the telephone." Or, "Let some strangerfer a letter from my mommy.
uh hum, prospective student—come stay in your room for a
ZACK STOCKDALE

Vhat ?)o you thfrik
about off-campus
parties?
"I don't think the
Universtiy has the
authority to make decisions
which affect other students
without their input."
—Anne Blankenship—

"It feels good giving the
TPD something to do."
—Joe Pham-

"They're hot, sweaty,
and saucy."
—Ned Kletz-

"Running from the cops
is easier than running
from the RAs."
—Jennifer Brewington-

"Where would we be
without them?"
—Emily Hahn—

Staff Writer

"If they are respectful
of the surrounding
neighborhood and are
not way out of control,
they should be okay."
—Vicky Watkinson-

b.)

"They have offcampus parties?"
—Robert Scoizan-

"As the Beastie Boys put
its, ' You got to fight for
your right to party.'
—Nick Halsey—
si
photos by N.

Guy

Bombing Kosovo
counterproductive
A
GEOFF ZEIGER

Staff Writer
Political analysis is best accomplished with the
aid of a rear-view
mirror. When a
major event has
played itself out,
one needs to examine it in light of what
one now knows. Hopefully, in so doing,
we can avoid making similar mistakes
in the future.
The time has come to take that second
look at the administration's handling of
the Kosovo incident. While most people
agree that the United States had a legitimate role in helping to prevent racial violence, it is far from clear that the air campaign helped—in fact, the evidence suggests that we made a bad situation worse.
Conventional wisdom holds that intervention was necessary to prevent ethnic
cleansing. A brief examination of the
record shows this to be false. A tragedy
was clearly occurring in Kosovo, but
newspapers in late 1998 were still speaking in terms of "Kosovo's most brutal
massacre," in which 16 people died. An
atrocity to be sure, but nothing compared
to reports of UN observers entering the
province after the bombing had stopped.
An American war crimes investigator
in Yugoslavia said that "tens of thousands" of Albanian civilians had died
during the course of NATO's bombing.
One has to wonder to what extent the
withdrawal of UN monitors, as well as
Serb bitterness about the bombing, was
responsible for such a dramatic increase
in violence.
In addition to provoking the Serbs to
further violence, the air war was hardly
the zero-casualty phenomenon that the
public was led to expect. While no NATO
lives were lost, high altitude bombing
also means inaccurate bombing. Robert
Hayden, a professor of European Studies at the University of Pittsburgh, de-
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clared "the casualties in the first three
weeks of the [air] war are higher than all
of the casualties on both sides in Kosovo"
in the preceding three months. Far from
saving lives, NATO warplanes actually
exacerbated the humanitarian tragedy in
Yugoslavia.
The pre-war reports of murdered Albanians are also remarkably similar in
scale and frequency to ongoing reports
of Albanian crimes committed against
the minority Serb population. In the week
immediately following the "peace"
agreement, Kosovo Liberation Army
(KLA) guerrillas burned Serb homes in
full view of NATO peacekeepers.
Although these stories no longer capture the front page, such incidents have
not stopped. It seems that Milosevic's
military police
did as much to
stop ethnic vio- To what extent
lence in Kosovo
as the NATO was the
"liberators" withdrawal of
have done.
What does all UN monitors,
this mean? Our
as well as Serb
government has
decided that it is bitterness
our responsibilabout the
ity to prevent
"ethnic cleans- bombing,
ing" in Kosovo,
and yet Ameri- responsible for
can policy has a dramatic
accelerated the
creation of an increase in
ethnically hoviolence?
mogeneous
Kosovo by the
expulsion of the Serb minority from under the noses of the peacekeepers.
It is time for our government to finish
what it started: either commit enough
troops and political will to the project to
prevent further massacres by the KLA,
or let Milosevic's troops return to do the
job more cheaply. It should be clear
which choice is right.

Liberal Christian stands up
vice in Tacoma, Seattle, and Everett? No?
Well, have you heard about Jubilee 2000? This
involves the dismissal of all outstanding national
debts to first world countries so that third world
countries will have a better chance to be productive. But unless you're Catholic or read religious
magazines, you probably haven't heard of this
idea. Instead, the media focuseson Christian fanatics that are seeing S-E-X in the clouds in The

KIRSTEN SCHLEWITZ

Staff Writer

This weekend, some
friends and I headed up to
Seattle. We were examining
a box of buttons—you
know, the ones that say
things like "Of all the things
Lion King.
I've lost, I miss my mind
It is getting to the point where I am almost afraid
the most"—when I was
to admit that I believe in God. Recently, after tellshown a button I'd never seen before. It read,
"Jesus is no excuse for acting like a narrow- ing someone that I was a Christian, they proceeded
to tell me that I must be anti-homosexual, pro-life,
minded, bigoted asshole."
and in favor of prayer in schools. Now, I am a flamSince reading the button, I have been trying to
ing liberal, and those political agendas scare me!
see Christian actions from a non-Christian perBut this person prespective. Are all
sumie to know my
Christians really
beliefs just because
hypocrites?
of my Christian
Over the last
background.
few years, the meDo you think all Christians are. . .
The sad thing is, I
dia has chosen
know
that people
only to report on
narrow-minded?
will now come and
the negative asagainst homosexuals?
tell me that I am not
pects of Christian
bigoted?
a good Christian bebelievers—the
cause I support
woman who pickignorant?
women's choice and
eted Matthew
hypocritical?
gay rights. These
Shepard's funeral
people will be missand yelled insults
Did you know that some Christians are.
ing the point. My
at those attending
point was not to atsimply because
liberal?
tack Christianity
Shepard was gay;
pro-choice?
and those associated
the bombing of
open-minded?
with it—obviously,
abortion clinics
for homosexual rights?
since I am one.
and the placing of
This commentary
doctors on hit
wearing pink spotted boxers?
was ;imply an atlists; news that the
tempt to show my readers that not all Christians
Southern Baptists are concentrating on the conare as hypocritical, judgmental, and narrowversion of Jews. These reports of Christians "dominded as you might have believed. Judging othing as God commands" are causing non-believers based on their religious beliefs is as bad as sayers to assume all Christians are, as the button said,
ing that all blondes are dumb or no boys know
"narrow-minded, bigoted assholes."
how to do laundry. Except, judging from the pinkThink back to July. Do you remember a news
report saying that over five thousand Christian
spotted boxers I pulled from the machine this
youths came together for a day of community ser- morning, that may be true. Just kidding!

RELIGIOUS MISCONCEPTIONS

The Trail still has open paid positions!
Assistant Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor

Candidates need substance, not glitz
JANICE VELEKE

Political Columnist
As the year
2000 looms
ahead, so does the
presidential election. The campaign for the
White House is
turning into a battle between images
rather than ideals. Each candidate is
painting another as a juvenile delinquent
while impressing upon voters the image
of himself as a common man from smalltown America.
Last week, former Senator Bill Bradley announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination in his hometown
of Crystal City, Missouri, remarking in
front of the crowd "I'm a small town boy,

I had a paper route." Even though he has
not lived in Crystal City in over forty
years, instead making his home between
New Jersey and Washington, D.C., he's
attempting to appeal to voters through
the image of a man with simple smalltown American values.
This same situation is appearing in the
Republican camp with the shining face
of young George W. Bush leading the
way for image politics. At the Iowa Caucus held in August, he appeared onstage in a cowboy
hat and boots singing and
clapping his hands, saying
nothing of his platform but merely remarking on building a better America.
Countless people have been quoted as
saying that he is a charismatic leader with
good ideas, but ask those people what
ideas they speak of, and they fail to men-

tion even one.
This campaign of image only encourages candidates to waffle on the issues
and to pose for the camera. Instead of
the media taking a poll and asking what
people think about possible drug use by
a candidate, they should ask what concerns people about America and what
issue the election should focus on.
Rather than knowing what the candidate participated in as a youth, as a voter
you should look to a candidates
track record and deduce your
own decisions about their character instead of allowing yourself to be fed stories by the media.
The image of a pretty face and charm
may appeal to voters, but it is no predictor of ability. I urge you not to allow
yourself to fall into the trap of image but
focus on what is really being said.

Cartoonist
StaffWriters

Apply at WSC 011
For more information, call 879-3197
or email trail@ups.edu

Meditative
ekrigtiam

Lk

Worship
dandati Evenings 7•00pnt
giltaortk dkapel
Are you looking for an alternative to
standard worship services? Would you
like more time for inspiration and
imagination in your spiritual search?
Begin your week with a time of
meditative prayer, music and readings!
dponsored by the Campus Ministry
Center at the llniversit of Paget CoaNd
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Get rid of stupid people, save world •
BRANDON G. BRAUN

Staff Writer

4
Work with the hottest technologies,
create flexible,
responsive internal systems,
and challenge yourself
on a daily basis.

I've come to the
conclusion
through intense
scientific research
on how the world
should be (according to me of
course) that there
are way too many stupid people running
around the world today.
Harvey Danger, in his infinite wisdom
given in fifteen minutes, had it right on
the money in his song "Flagpole Sitta,"
when he said, "I went around the world
and found that only stupid people were
breeding, the cretins cloning and feeding, and I don't even own a TV."
Just like Mr. Danger, I too don't own
a TV, and I'm also concerned with the
increase in stupidity today. One example
is on TV—there are way too many stupid TV executives, continuously cranking out stupid shows.
Recently, CBS came up with a show
about a comedy set in Salem, Massachusetts during the 1600s. Excuse me?
"Thoust have not est been thy master of
thine own domain, Jeremus." Is that

funny? Where has all the intelligence
gone? While I have my own theory as to
its location (in a little town called
Yakima, WA, the black hole of all intelligence, where it all dissipates
.
into the endless void), the curT
rent situation at hand must
be dealt with first!
My suggestion is
that we advocate
branding of all the
stupid people by
marking their forehead with the following description: STUPID.
Following the
branding, the outcasts shall
be made into eunuchs
(which I know only refers
to a man, but I couldn't find
the female version in the
dictionary).
The advantage to this is
obvious-they won't be able
to breed. While there are sure
to be complaints from advocacy groups like Devotedly Unintelligent
Humans, I will show them the success
from the selective breeding of cattle.
Nobody complains about that, and the

positives greatly exceed the negatives.
But in my New World order of nonstupid people, I will have to institute a
fair system of deciding whether or not
people deserve the mark of stupid. I will form a Stupid
i(D
Council, comprised of
people whom I deem as
"Not STUPID," to hear
the cases of those
chosen for branding.
However,
should the Stupid
Council ever come
to the conclusion
that the accused
person is not stupid, I will quickly initiate Dictatorial Order
No. 1, quickly dissolve
the presiding Stupid
Council, label all of them
"STUPID," and still label
the accused person. Haha, benevolent dictatotlship in action
I ask all of you smart people that are
left, unite today! Only if we act now can
we stem the tide of these people that are
choking the life from all around us!

Share love, sleep in pairs
RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor
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AT&T Wireless Services is looking for individuals with outstanding academic records to join our Information Technology
team in Redmond,Washington, as Functional Design Analysts.
If you like designing solutions to complex, real-world problems, this job is for you.

What's
he high on
now?

If you have an interest in technology, are graduating with a BS,
BA, or graduate degree, have a high GPA (3.5 or above) in
Liberal Arts, Business, or Computer Science and have worked
part- or full-time during school, please contact us to learn
more about this exciting opportunity.
To obtain more information about the Functional Design
Analyst position, please visit our Web site at
www.att.com/wireless/jobs and enter position code
99-0028581 in the keyword search field.

www.attecomiwireless/jobs
To apply for one of the above Seattle
area positions, please type Job Code
99-0028581-ADUPS on your resume.
E-mail as text to jobs@attws.com or
mail on white paper using plain fonts
to Jobs, AT&T Wireless Services, P.O.
Box 97061, Redmond, WA 98073-9761.

AT&T
AT&T

Wireless Services

Support'
LESS CRIME IS
NO ArCIDENT
It takes you

—

and programs that work!

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

1-800-WE PREVENT
www.wepreve , t

Another year
begins anew and
once again we as
students return to
do what we do
best—study and
learn. What did
you think I meant?
But studying and learning are not usually what most of us think about when
we think excitedly about moving back
in and beginning the school year all over
again.
What occupies the thoughts of most
of us is seeing old friends again, maybe
attending a few parties, and just generally having a good social time. The weird
thing, though, is that it's not a regular
kind of good time. There's something
fundamentally different about the collegiate social scene.
Maybe it's the fact that there are no
parents around. Maybe it's the fact that
there are invariably a ton of students
crammed into small spaces, be it dorms,
Greek houses, or tiny little off-campus
houses. Maybe it's the easy access to alcohol because there's always someone
who's 21 around. Whatever it is, there's
something more communal about college, a stronger sense of unity, and people
are more likely to share parts of themselves with others. After all, you're supposed to make the friends of your life
while you are in college.
The foremost example of this phenomenon is beds. It seems to me that fewer
people spend consistent nights in their
own beds than I've ever seen before.

There are many explanations for this.
Some of it can be attributed to steady
girlfriends/boyfriends who just kind of
switch off places.
But I'm not just talking about sex here.
There are plenty of people who spend
the night in other people's beds simply
for the company. Nothing sexual at all,
just good friends who like human contact. Maybe there's a little cuddling,
maybe not, but in either case it's just
friendliness.
I think the general uniformity of beds
also plays a major role. If one looks at
the combination of campus provided
mattresses and futons, approximately
85% of the beds are one of these two
types, so more likely than not, someone
else's bed is going to be just like yours.
Then there are the grip of people who
drink so much they can't find their way
back to their own bed. There are plenty
of people who crash at a party on a couch,
the floor, or even the lawn. I'm sure there
are even crazier places.
Back at home over the summer, I find
it pretty rare that people spend the night
somewhere other than their own bed
without some kind of nookie being involved. I personally think it's a great testament to the closeness of the people you
meet and the friends you make here in
college, and as much of it as there is here,
I don't think there's enough.
So now that you've finished reading
my column here's your assignment. Go
sleep with a good friend tonight. I don't
care what your reasons are, just go sleep
with them tonight, and increase the
friendship and unity on this campus. Or
you can probably sleep with me, I'm a
friendly guy.

Drums inner peace save festival
,

JESSY BOWMAN
Assistant Opinions Editor
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It's 1999, the
first week of
school, and the
first wide-open
weekend presenting the nervous
question of "What
am I going to do?"
The common answer, thanks to our wonderful proximity to the bustling metropolis that is Seattle, is the yearly art festival Bumbershoot.
Imagine an extravagant and colorful
combination of countless concert venues
(some famous, most not-so-well-known,
like Triple Espresso perhaps...), art galleries and exhibits, sidewalk performances and billions of food stands that
charge you about four dollars for a bottle
of water. Is there any alternative for
weekend fun? Being the UPS-yuppie that
I am, I think not. But, is this adventure
always a recipe for a great time? Returning from my second (yes, second) year
attending Bumbershoot, I would have to
say there's room for doubt.
Usually thought a pretty lively way to
spend an introductory Saturday, the festival has its faults. Take the name for
example. Bumbershoot. I remember last
year thinking, we're going to what? (Not
wanting to sound "stupid" and ask what
the heck that was supposed to stand for.)
But really, what the heck? Let's try it
phonetically, maybe: Bumber, coming
from the same root of words like blunder, bumble, bump—words that center
around making a huge mistake. And then
we have shoot, as in "shoot, why did we
pay for a two-day pass when we only
wanted to see one band?"
Though the wording may confuse us
somewhat, we still attend, hoping for that
bright day of good old fun like the adventure-starved students we are. (We
have been in school for a week now.) Of
course, other things can happen during
any day to make the most spectacular of
events, well, a bit anticlimactic.
This year, my friends and I forgot to
buy tickets ahead of time, thinking for
some reason that perhaps the monster of

a line would just NOT be there when we ticular brand of "kindness." Finally, five
arrived. So after driving for an hour to minutes later, we were ready to leave.
find a parking spot two miles away, we
But just then, a makeshift drum-circle
entered the first stage of Bumbershoot- started behind us, and a few wildly rhyththe line wait. And, of course, another mic people started contorting themhour later we entered the second stage— selves, flailing about and giving the
whole experience a somewhat surreal
the cattle drive.
The festival is so popular in downtown sort-of emotion.
Seattle that no matter where you're
Granted, some of my enthusiasm had
headed, there are usually about five hun- been siphoned from the Internet-porn
dred people heading the same way, walk- geek, the toll-collecting peacekeeper, and
ing at least eight times slower than you after I'd spontaneously shouted "Hey
are. So, after a few more hours of get- guys! I forgot, the Jazz festival is at 4:30
ting where to we wanted to go, passing over in the west stadium!" and the colat least six Haagen-Dazs stands, we got lective faces of my friends spelled out—
to our final stage
and you're telling
of Bumbershootus this because...?
the concert we so Just then, a makeshift drumBut we turned to
watch the drums,
incessantly
circle 'started behind us,
wanted to attend.
and sat there
And that took
longer than we had
and a few wildly rhythmic
for anything else,
approximately 45
mesmerized. It
minutes.
people started contorting
was awesome.
After the concert, returning themselves, flailing about
I realize that
with clothing and giving the whole
spending a day exdrenched from
periencing other
things besides
other people's experience a sort-of surreal
campus films or
bodily fluids, fam- emotion. We turned to
ished and parched
the new Diverbecause every- watch the drums, and sat
sions coffee-ofthing to eat or
the-month is imthere longer than we had
drink costs as
portant. And I
think, essentially,
much as three days for anything else,
though it has its
of food at the
SUB, we stag- mesmerized. It was
drawbacks, the
festival wasn't
gered to a fountain awesome.
and sat on a bench
about tons of
"fun" or oodles of
for a bit, to rest and
grumble about our time-consuming and "excitement," it's a celebration of divernot-too-fulfilling experience.
sity, whether it be musical, literary, or
Five minutes later, an avid art-fan (we cultural.
guessed) stopped to ask us if we wouldn't
I'd have to say, realizing that aspect
"mind" if he took our picture (i.e., look was the best part of Bumbershoot for me
for lewd pictures in cyber-space of five this year— watching the long-haired, tatinnocent-looking girls sitting on a bench too-emblazoned Harley owner banging
in the near future).
away on his kettle drum next to the BerFive minutes later, we were greeted by muda-shorted, ray-ban-wearing,
a kindly-looking lady giving out pretty bleached-blond yuppie.
bookmarks with hand-drawn figures
And really, in the end, the time we
spelling out "I love you" in sign lan- spent sitting on the bench, silently watchguage. Aww, we thought. How humani- ing people dancing on the grass to the
tarian, how peaceful. Then we realized beat that every one of us knew, made the
she was still holding out her hand, and trip enough for me to know that I'll most
we shelled out a buck each for her par- likely do the same thing next year.
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"Where my girls at?"

Students Get New Bedtime 'EnSenior'
ASUPS President David Bowe given 'time-out'
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JOHNNY PAYTON
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15th & Union,
Harrington
"Substance
Free" floor...
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and
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Wide Shut II,"
Kubrick spins
in grave.

Hall Monitor
UPS students are pouting this week in
reaction to a new set of rules unveiled
on Aug. 27 by the administration. Under
the provisions, every student has a university-sanctioned bedtime.
In addition, UPS President, Susan
Resneck Pierce has enlisted university
neighbors to enforce the rule, entrusting
them with what have been called "tattlerights."
As expected, student reaction was extremely negative. Complaints ranging
from, "The neighbors don't have a bedtime," to "I hate you! You never listen to
us" have resounded throughout campus.
Rallied by ASUPS' elected officials,
the student body organized a mass tantrum meant to, "show the President how
mean she's being."
Even though half the student body
participated in the tantrum, holding their

shouting, "It's not
fair! I'm not even
tired."
Other students
stomped loudly
and folded their
arms as they
walked back.
Pierce warns,
however, "If this
pouting doesn"t
stop, there will be
yi no dessert either."
Sources indicate that this stateAfter the ASUPS-sponsored tantrum, several
ment is not a bluff.
Plans have already
sophomores pouted at being sent to bed.
been made for stubreath until they were red in the face, dents to show the SUB ladies their clean
Pierce remained unmoved. After sendplates before purchasing cookies, cakes
ing ASUPS President Dave Bowe into a and pie.
"time-out," she ordered the rest of the
Students have countered with a threat
student body to their rooms.
to run away. "That'll show her," the stuSenator Dave Bahar was quite upset,
dents agreed.
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Junior's parents hear wedding bells
JESUS CHRIST

Savior
UPS student Rebecca Tompkins' parents were recently overjoyed to learn that
their daughter has been socializing frequently with members of the opposite
sex. They were also elated to discover
that a particular male student, John
Frisch, has displayed great interest in her.
"Rebecca has always been somewhat
of a recluse," explained Mary Tompkins,
Rebecca's mother. "Even though we are

glad that she does not participate in lewd,
un-Christian conduct such as holding
hands and even kissing in public, we had
become concerned that she would not
marry in time to produce many, many
grandchildren."
The Tompkins became concerned
when their daughter decided to reside in
Regester Residence Hall past her sophomore year, noting that, while the all-female environment provided an easier
transition from her all-female prep school
at first, it was high time she moved to-

Several serious injuries
condiment-related
of attempting to tear open a package of
Heinz "Spicy" Barbecue Sauce. "The
piece of sh*% just wouldn't open," exWith Dining Services' increased reli- claimed Joe, sporting an off-white wrist
ance on packaged condiments, condi- brace.
ment-related inju"I mean, I had
ries have continsome grease on my
Junior Joe Ridonado sprained fingers from the
red to climb since
the beginning of his wrist attempting to tear
fries I was eating,
the 1999-2000
but f#*@ !" "Like
school year. Re- open a package of Heinz
it would be that
hard to have the
placing easy-ac- " Spicy"
picy"Barbecue
arbecueSauce.
auce.
same containers as
cess
ketchup
and
last year," he
pumps
scoopable containers of barbecue sauce added.
are small, tightly-sealed packages.
Other injuries sustained by students inThe most severe injury to date came dude a couple of broken fingernails, a
last Thursday when junior Joe Ridonado chipped tooth and eye irritation caused
sprained his wrist after two intense hours by an exploding packet of mustard.

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT

Cripple

ward becoming betrothed.
"We chose UPS for our daughter because it seemed to be an environment
conducive to good Christian behavior,"
said George Tompkins, father. Statistics
show that almost half of UPS females are
married, or engaged to be married, despite having had only one or two semiserious relationships throughout the
course of their naive, sheltered lives. "We
thought Rebecca would fit in perfectly.
We are glad she has started to take steps
in the right direction," he added.

man found
TUPAC SHAKUR

American Most Wanted
In a scene
straight from
Hollywood,
long-missing
UPS senior Joe
Walsh on
Wednesday was
finally found in
the basement of Phibbs Hall, high and
confused. Witnesses report that at 3:00
a.m., an errant football struck a
custodian's closet, and that minutes
later Walsh groggily emerged from
room 007, prompting frightened freshmen to call Security.
Security employees immediately
recognized Walsh as "that Ultimate
Frisbee kid" from their Passages trip
freshman year. "But I thought he had
dropped out," explained Jim Thorpe.
"I haven't seen him since he got caught
trying to buy oregano in the dorms during Orientation."
Security attempted to communicate
with Walsh, but he was still incoherent, uttering "whoa" repeatedly. Later,
though, it was determined that the senior had survived for three years off
of janitorial supplies and an enormous
stash.
Miraculously, Walsh managed to
maintain a 3.4 GPA and is scheduled
to graduate in May. He has also been
recruited by Microsoft as a program
developer.
Walsh's only comments at press
time were: "Man, I better get crackin'
on that thesis."

Freshman Poll: What did
Perspectives?

You do at

Didn't go_
21%

Pretended to
help less
fortunate
43%

Pretended to
care for
environment
36%

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such,
has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect
those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, John Wilkes Booth, or
the University of Puget Sound. But they should.

